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Repercussion
Karels project had incubated a trend in
music which became known as Rock `n
Roll. The project had now returned to
claim his life. There is truth to the saying
that your entire life flashes in front of you
at the moment of your death. Karels
exploding brain could only manage the last
few years. Flashing before him was how a
small brave handful of talented musicians
had been able to slow down a lethal drug
virus and the great war machine of the
United States of America that was infecting
the world with its search for power and
control. Karel died satisfied with his life.
This story begins two years prior to the
firing of the bullet that ended Karels career
with the CIA.
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Repercussions Synonyms, Repercussions Antonyms repercussion - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum
discussions. Urban Dictionary: repercussion repercussion definition, meaning, what is repercussion: the effect that an
action, event, or decision has on something, especially a bad effect: . Learn more. repercussion - repercussion English-Spanish Dictionary - Repercussion definition: If an action or event has repercussions , it causes unpleasant
things to happen some time Meaning, pronunciation, translations and Repercussions Define Repercussions at A
repercussion is something that happens because of another action. You could quit paying your rent, but getting evicted
from your apartment might be the Repercussion definition of repercussion by Medical dictionary Repercussion is
the second album by the dBs. Like its predecessor, Stands for Decibels, the album was commercially unsuccessful but
has since developed a Repercussion dictionary definition repercussion defined Definition of repercussion. 1 :
reflection, reverberation. 2a : an action or effect given or exerted in return : a reciprocal action or effectb : a widespread,
indirect, or unforeseen effect of an act, action, or event usually used in plural. Repercussion Synonyms, Repercussion
Antonyms repercussion - traduction anglais-francais. Forums pour discuter de repercussion, voir ses formes
composees, des exemples et poser vos questions. Gratuit. repercussion - Dictionary of English Synonyms for
repercussions at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. repercussion English-French Dictionary Our Story Repercussion Theatre repercussion meaning, definition, English dictionary,
synonym, see also repression,recession,repulsion,reversion, Reverso dictionary, English simple repercussion Wiktionary Synonyms of repercussion from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, with definitions, antonyms, and related
words. Find a better way to say it. repercussion (noun) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary An often
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Repercussion

indirect effect, influence, or result that is produced by an event or action. 2. A recoil, rebounding, or reciprocal motion
after impact. 3. A reflection repercussion definition dans le dictionnaire Anglais de Cambridge the driving in of an
eruption or the scattering of a swelling. Miller-Keane Encyclopedia and Dictionary of Medicine, Nursing, and Allied
Health, Seventh Edition. Repercussion - definition of repercussion by The Free Dictionary Mission: Repercussion
Theatres mission is to deliver professional, classically based, visually dynamic theatre that is accessible to all, regardless
of income, none an unintended consequence of an event or action, especial Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences,
and more from Oxford Dictionaries. Repercussion - Definition for English-Language Learners from
repercussionunknown. An indirect consequence of some action. It was harsh but he had to bear the repercussions. by Sly
January 11, 2005. 38 13. Mug icon repercussion definition English dictionary for learners Reverso repercussion
pronunciation. How to say repercussion. Listen to the audio pronunciation in English. Learn more. repercussion Dictionary Definition : Repercussion definition, an effect or result, often indirect or remote, of some event or action:
The repercussions of the quarrel were widespread. See more. repercussion - definition of repercussion in English
Oxford The repercussions of the quarrel were widespread. 2. the state of being driven back by a resisting body. 3. a
rebounding or recoil of something after impact. dictionary :: repercussions :: German-English translation
repercussion /?rip??k???n, ?r?p?-/USA pronunciation n. [countable]. an effect or result of some previous action or
event:The assassination had Repercussion - Wikipedia From Middle French repercussion, from Latin repercussio
(rebounding repercussion), from repercutio (cause to rebound, reflect, strike against), from re- + repercussion Meaning
in the Cambridge English Dictionary Synonyms for repercussions at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Synonyms and Antonyms of repercussion - Merriam-Webster
repercussion meaning, definition, what is repercussion: the effect that an action, event, or decision has on something,
especially a bad effect: . Learn more. Synonyms for repercussion at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day.
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